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For over 30 years Innovative Electronic Designs LLC (IED) has set the
standard for large-scale audio and visual paging systems. Many of the
original 500ACS units are still in service at airports and facilities around
the world; IED has redefined announcement control systems with the
introduction of the GLOBALCOM vACS. The vACS is the culmination of
years of research and development to provide a solution that can meet
the needs of any facility large or small today and into the future.
The vACS is a network-centric announcement and message management
system designed to control audio and visual announcements in facilities of
all sizes. A single vACS application can manage hundreds of IED Network
Paging Stations and Network Amplifier end-points on a single LAN/vLAN.
For even larger facilities, the vACS provides full bandwidth, real-time
announcements and messages over WAN networks to create systems of
any size. Additionally the scalability and smaller investment of the vACS
allows any size facility to benefit from the extensive control and
comprehensive feature set
The vACS expands the features and capabilities of the industry standard
500ACS at a new level of performance and long term value.
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"The completion and release of the vACS is the single biggest thing that
has happened to IED in twenty years", said Hardy Martin CTO at IED.
"This product encompasses all that we have learned over the years in
constructing complex communications systems for some of the biggest
facilities in the world. The scalability and extensive feature set in this
product make it unlike anything else in the market today and we are
excited to be able to bring it to our dealers and their customers".
IED - Often Imitated, Never Duplicated

To learn the facts visit www.iedaudio.com, contact us at (502) 267-7436
or e-mail us at info@iedaudio.com
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Innovative Electronic Designs is an American owned and operated manufacturer
of high quality paging and communication systems designed for use airports,

transportation centers, healthcare facilities, industrial complexes, and school
campuses.

